Flat Water Safety Exercises
A useful concept in the military is “Train Hard and Fight Easy”. This is a great concept to apply to
paddling. A really popular event I’ve run for various paddling clubs is a workout on a common run.
During the workout, we concentrate out various paddling skills like ferries & eddy turns. I also added
several rescue drills that changed with each workout to spice things up. This format works even better for
TRR as we run weekly practice sessions and this is a great way to add some fun and variety to keep things
fresh. This article will concentrate on flat water kayak rescue drills.

Swimming with a Paddle
Kayak paddles can be cumbersome when you take a spill. They are also expensive to lose (more an issue
on moving water). It takes some practice but swimming using your paddle not only keeps the paddle
from getting lost, it can also help you to swim to safety much faster. Swimming with paddle races are a
ton of fun. Here is a great article on this skill: Paddle Swim.

Boat over Boat Emptying
Flat water venues typically have deep water and are often some distance from shore. Although awkward,
the ability to empty a capsized kayak without towing to shore saves a great deal of time. This is a skill
that takes some practice to master. Here’s a video describing this skill: Boat over Boat Draining.

Hand of God (HOG) Rescue
This is another challenging rescue skill. The HOG rescue was developed to quickly right an unresponsive
paddler still in their kayak. I also like a variation of this technique for providing that last little oomph
when someone is struggling with their roll (grab their cockpit combing from the opposite side to flip
upright). Here is a great video on the HOG Rescue.

Bull Dozing (Bumping)
Bull dozing is a very useful skill when a shoreline is relatively close. Currents can make this skill a tad
more challenging. A major advantage of this technique is very little set-up time. You can make this more
fun with bull dozing races with small teams. The following article describes this technique: Help your
Buddy.

T Rescue
I like to teach new paddlers the T Rescue in beginner classes. This is such a great skill to learn and a real
time saver. The T Rescue helps newer kayakers master the hip snap, get comfortable upside down, and
saves having to empty the boat after capsizing. A key safety precaution is using your fist instead of a flat
hand to request a rescue. This makes it far less likely to become injured by an overly excited rescuer.
Here is a decent video on the technique: T Rescue.

Paddle Float Self Rescue
A paddle float is basically an inflatable air bag you slip over your paddle to enable it to float and support
weight. This tool comes from the coastal kayaking community. I also like using a paddle float for
teaching the roll. This tool can be real handy in showing someone how to sweep the paddle on the
surface and follow with the body – a difficult concept for many when upside down. A paddle float can
also be used as a teaching tool for hip snap practice. Here is a nice video showing the use of a paddle
float for reentry: Paddle Float Reentry.

X Rescue
The X Rescue is another means of assisting a capsized paddler back into their boat. You typically need to
empty the water first via boat over boat emptying. This technique is one of the required skills in an ACA
Kayak Level 1 Instructor certification class. Here’s a nice video on the technique: X Rescue.

Scoop Rescue
The scoop rescue is used when the capsized paddler doesn’t have the strength/dexterity to climb back into
their kayak. This could be due to a disability, injury, or exhaustion. This is one of the required ACA
Kayak Level 1 rescue skills. This rescue works best on kayaks with sealed bulk heads like coastal touring
kayaks. Here’s a nice video on the technique: Scoop Rescue.

Boat Towing
Many paddlers have rescue vests with tow tethers. These are real handy when teaching classes for
quickly towing boats to shore. In flat water venues, they are no real downsides to this set-up. In moving
water, complexity goes up substantial and they may become a snag hazard if not careful. A wise rule of
thumb, never attach yourself to anything that doesn’t have a quick release mechanism. Another variant is
a simple sling over your shoulder – drop the shoulder and the slings falls off quickly. Have the
participants tow boats upside down and right side up to see which works better for them in various
situations. You can even tow a kayak and a person holding their paddle – this requires a lot more
horsepower of course. I like team drills where one person covers the boat, another the paddle and a third
on the paddler – quite often they are widely dispersed. Here is a great video on this technique: Boat
Towing.

Paddling in a Swamped Kayak
This is an incredibly fun and useful drill. We perform this drill frequently in pool sessions. A boat full of
water is quite unstable and forces the paddlers to use their core to stay upright. It’s a great exercise to
develop balance and bracing. We have the paddler fill their kayak halfway and put the skirt back on. We
now have the paddler race their boat in a slalom course. Expect lots of swims initially with this drill.
Once they get the hang of it, they learn to stay upright using only their core muscles. Play boaters really
love this drill as it makes certain tricks much easier and more fun. You can even roll a swamped kayak,
you just need to go slow and definitely not try to muscle the roll as that can hurt the shoulders.

Swim with Boat & Paddle
We’ve all seen the yard sale: Boat, Paddle, and Paddler go in three different directions. This makes
recovery much more time consuming and challenging. A boat is an enormous floatation device, many
more pounds of floatation than your PFD. Paddles are often dark colored and easily lost. Learning how
to capsize and keep all of your gear together is an essential paddling skill. In moving water, always stay

upstream of your kayak to avoid entrapment with a swamped boat. Here is a nice article on this subject:
Hold onto Your Kayak.

Heel Hook Boat Reentry
This is a basic deep water recovery skill that takes some practice. It’s an essential skill for ACA Kayak
Level 1 instructors. Here’s a video describing the technique: Heel Hook Rescue.

Paddle with two Paddles
OK – Someone is on the paddler and another on the boat, you are stuck with rescuing the paddle. If close
to shore you can toss the paddle like a javelin on shore or into an eddy. Although that’s fast we aren’t
always so lucky. Some tow tethers have a large carabineer paddle you can close around the shaft and tow
it. None of those are locking (a real safety hazard) and towing a paddle can lead to entrapment. Another
technique is to sandwich the paddles and hold both together while paddling. Although this may be
awkward it’s quite effective in flat water venues.

Reenter & Roll
Now something for the more advanced paddlers. In flat water venues (and large deep pools), we can
reenter the kayak underwater and roll back up. The boat will be full of water and unstable but upright.
This is a great exercise for building confidence in your roll. This skill comes in real handy when your
skirt implodes in whitewater. It’s also much faster than most of the other self-rescue techniques.

Don a PFD in Deep Water
This is a great exercise to teach the value of wearing your PFD (a TRR Policy by the way). It’s
challenging putting on a PFD while in the water and it definitely takes time. Have everyone swim out to
the center of a swimming pool and toss them PFDs to put one. Let the fun begin. Here’s a USCG video
on this topic: PFD in Water. This would be a great exercise to video.

Towing Swimmers
It’s a great exercise towing a swimmer on both the front and rear of your kayak. Towing paddlers behind
the kayak create a great deal of drag. Often, this isn’t even feasible on smaller boats like play boats.
Having the swimmer cradle on the bow of the kayak makes it easy to communicate and bows general
have much more volume that the stern of a kayak. Here are two videos on the techniques:
•
•

Swimmer on the Bow
Swimmer on the Stern

I’ve also used a technique where I clip the shoulder straps on the rear of the PFD using my tow tether.
This keeps the victim on their back and face out of water. You can move them incredibly fast with great
control. This may be critical if this is a drowning victim and you need to get them to the closest place to
perform CPR.

Summary
Spice up your flat water practice sessions with a variety of rescue skills. This adds a great deal of variety
to the sessions improving attendance. Rescue skills need to be practiced so you can jump into action with
confidence. Have fun & be safe.

